CHAPTER V
CONSLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter present the conclusion and suggestion of this final report.
5.1. Conclusion
Base on the explanation above, the writer concludes that in A booklet about
Kinds of Songket Motifs as Traditional Clothes from Palembang. The writer used
research and development (R & D) method by Sukmadinata (2005). The steps are
preliminary study, development of the product and final product testing
dissemination. In make the content of the booklet. The steps are ideas or notion,
focus on ideas, outlining, and conception. The writer did the step to get a good result
of make the content of booklet: 1. Preliminary study: a. literature study was
collected the data or information about kinds of motifs Songket, historical about
motive on each Songket Motifs, and the price about each Songket Motifs b. field
survey, the writer did interview to collect the data or information from interviewees
c. model draft was done after collected the data or information from literature study
and field survey. 2. Model development: a. limited testing, the esperts gave
comment, suggestion, and correction about the language and the information thay
ay need to be added to the booklet so that the readers are not confused and make
the material in the booklet interesting and complete b. wider testing, give the other
suggestion and information about the historical from kinds og Motifs Songket. 3.
Final product testing dissemination, in the final product testing and dissemination
the product already got revision in the wider testing became a final product of the
dissemination to the public because of the lack of cost, law, legality, time and skill.
5.2. Suggestion
The writer advises the next researcher can get the information about kinds
of motifs Songket at the Museum Bala Putra Dewa and Museum Songket but maybe
the researcher must come to people who have the original blood of
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Palembang to be able to see some songket motifs that have not been bought and
made only when someone orders.
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